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Given a graph and a weight function which associates to each path an element 
of a Q-semiring, an essential set of arcs is defined as the complement of a maximal 
set of arcs which can be removed from the graph without changing the weight 
of the optimal paths for any pair of vertices. Conditions are given under which 
a graph admits a unique set of essential arcs and an algorithm is proposed to 
test for this condition and find this set of arcs. 
1 NTRODUCTION 
A Q-semiring is an algebraic structure introduced by Yoeli in [4] and 
also studied by the author and J. Ferland in [3]. The definition and some 
properties of Q-semirings are recalled in Section 1. 
In many problems, particularly in problems of operational research, 
one must consider finite directed graphs on the arcs of which a “weight 
function” is defined with values in a Q-semiring. Then, weights can be 
attached to paths in the graph and optimal paths can be defined (Section 2). 
In Section 3, a set of arcs S is called essential if the removal from the 
graph of all arcs not in S and of any arc of the set S results in a change 
(an “increase”) in the weight of the optimal paths for at least one ordered 
pair of vectices. The main results of this note are stated in Theorems 3.5 
and 4.1, which give sufficient conditions for a graph to have a unique 
essential set of arcs. As a Corollary to Theorem 4.1, which is constructive 
in nature, we give an algorithm to find the essential arcs. 
Our results can be considered as an extension of the theorem which 
states that an acyclic graph has a unique arc basis. In our terminology, an 
* This work was completed while this author was the recipient of Grant A-4093 of 
the National Research Council of Canada. 
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arc basis is an essential set of arcs when reachability is the only property 
of interest, thus when the Q-semiring considered is simply the usual 
Boolean algebra (B(0, l), v, A). Our algorithm can be used to find the 
line basis of an acyclic graph. 
1. Q-SEMIRINGS 
DEFINITION 1.1. An associative semiring is a triplet (Q, 0, *) where Q 
is a non-void set, @ and * are two internal binary operations such that for 
all a, b, c E Q: 
a@b=b@a, 
a @ (b @ c) = (a @ 6) @ c, a * (b * c) = (a * b) * c, 
a @ (b * c) = (a @ b) c (a 0 c), 
a * (b @3 c) = (a * b) @ (a * c), (b @ c) * a = (b ;I: a) @ (c * a). 
DEFINITION 1.2. A Q-semiring is an associative semiring containing at 
least two distinct elements, z and e, such that for all a E Q: 
a@z=a, a*z=z*a=z, a*e=e*a=a, 
a@e=e. (1) 
(These elements z and e are then unique). 
Examples of Q-semiring frequently dealt with are: 
EXAMPLE 1. (B(0, I), v, A), the usual bivalent Boolean algebra. Here, 
2 = 0, e = 1 
EXAMPLE 2. (R+-, min, +) where R,” 1s the set of all non-negative real 
numbers plus the infinity element {m}. Then z = co, e = 0. 
EXAMPLE 3. ([0, 11, max, x) where [0, 1 ] is the closed real interval 
(a : 0 < a < I} and x is the usual multiplication. z = 0 and e = 1. 
EXAMPLE 4. (R+“, max, min) where R,” is as in Example 2. One 
verifies that z = 0 and e = co. 
The following property is easily verified: 
a@a=a for all a E Q. (2) 
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DEFINITION 1.3. On (Q, 0, *) we define a binary relation > by 
a>b if and only if a @ b = a. 
Using (2) one verifies that the relation > is a partial ordering of Q, 
which is compatible with the algebraic operations @ and *. Hence, for 
example, for all a, b, c, d E Q: 
a2.z and e 2 a, (3) 
a>b and c>d implies a@c>b@d 
and aac>b*d. (4) 
(See [3] or [4].) 
As usual the relation a > b will mean that a > b but a ir b. 
We shall denote by J&‘~(Q) the set of n x n matrices on the Q-semiring Q. 
f ai stands for a, @ ap @ ... @ ak (“sum” of the ai’s); 
i=l 
11 ai stands for a, * a, * ... * a, (“product” of the ai’s). 
i=l 
Given two matrices A = (aij) and B = (bij) of An(Q) we define their 
“sum” and “product” as usual: 
A @ B = (aij @ b,j), 
A * B = i i aii: * bkj). 
k=l 
It is easily verified that (&JQ), 0, *) is an associative semiring. 
Defining the matrices 2 and Z by 
z = (4, 
Z = (mij) with mij = 
1 
e if i = j, 
z if i f j, 
(An(Q), 0, *) satisfies all the defining properties of a Q-semiring except 
Proposition (1) (with e replaced by Z) since A @ Z is in general not equal 
to I. 
The order relation > defined on Q can be extended to An(Q) by setting 
A > B if and only if aij > b<j for all i and all j. 
(For a more detailed study, see [3].) 
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2. OPTIMAL PATHS IN A GRAPH 
Consider a finite directed graph G, with vertices v1 ,..., v, and assume 
that to each arc rij (from vi to vj) of G is associated a weight MJ(rij) which 
is an element of a Q-semiring (Q, 0, *) and w(~T~~) # z E Q. 
The graph G with this weight function defined on the set of its arcs is 
represented by the matrix AG = (uij) E -&‘,(Q, 0, *), where 
( w(nii) 
aij = jZEQ 
if there is an arc rij from L’~ to L:j in G, 
if there is no arc from z’, to tlj in G. 
Conversely, given a matrix A E JYn(Q, 0, *), it is clear that there is a 
unique graph and weight function for which A is the representative matrix. 
Note that, if the Q-semiring is the Boolean algebra (B(0, I), v . A), the 
matrix associated with a given graph G is simply the vertex-incidence 
matrix of G. 
A path r, from 11, to zlj , is a sequence of arcs of the form 
27 = (~k,kz > =k,k, ,‘.‘, “/~~-~l;~ 1 with k, = i and k, = j. (5) 
The weight of a path TT is the product IV(X) of the weights of the arcs 
forming 7~, taken in the order in which they appear in 7~. Thus, for the 
path (5) 
Let W, E J&‘,(Q, 0. *) be a matrix whose element M’ij is defined as: 
jthe sum of the weights of all the paths from z’~ to I?j , or 
wii = {z if there is no paths from z’, to L?~ . 
The main result of [3, Theorem 2. l] is 
THEOREM 2.1. (Generalized Warshall Algorithm). The sequence of 
matrices AcL) dejned by 
A’O’ = AG , 
A’k’ = fug’), a;;) = u,‘;-1) @(up x a”.!-I’), 1) 
for k = 1, 2 ,..., n, is suck that 
w, E A(“) = i AGz. 
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It is worth mentioning the efficiency of this algorithm for the compu- 
tation of W, . Indeed, the number of operations (0 or *) to be performed 
is at most equal to the number of operations needed to compute the 
product of two matrices. 
If 7~ and rr’ are two paths from oi to vj , we say that ?T is preferable to 4 
if w(r) 2 W(T)); x is strictly preferable to n’ if w(r) > +I(+). 
For the remaining part of this paper, we shall make the following 
hypothesis: 
HYPOTHESIS (H). The order relation >, is total on (Q, 0, *), i.e., 
a@b=a or a@b=b for all a, b E Q. 
(Hypothesis (H) is satisjed in all four examples of Section 1.) 
A path z- form vi to Oj is said to be optimal if it is preferable to all 
other paths from vi to uj . Hypothesis (H) ensures that, when a path exists 
from vi to vj , there also exists an optimal path from Ui to vi . All optimal 
paths from vi to vj have the same weight. It is shown in [3] that 
THEOREM 2.2. Under Hypothesis (H), if the element Wij of Wo is not 
equal to z then it is equal to the weight of an optimal path from Vi to vj in G. 
3. ESSENTIAL ARCS OF A GRAPH 
Consider a directed graph G, not necessarily complete. A partial graph H 
of G is obtained from G by deletion of some of the arcs of G. The represen- 
tative matrix of H is then obtained from AG by changing the weights of 
the deleted arcs to z. In this section we give a characterization of those 
arcs of a graph which can be deleted without changing the weights of the 
optimal paths from any vertex to any other. In terms of matrices, if H 
is a partial subgraph of G, it is easily shown ([3]) that W, 2 W, and we 
now seek those H for which W, = W, . 
It appears that, if no further assumptions are made on the Q-semiring 
Q or on the graph G, the problem may be very difficult. For example, if 
(Q, 0, *) is the Boolean algebra (B(0, I), v, A) then the matrix A, is the 
vertex-incidence matrix and W, is the reachability matrix of G. If the 
assumption is made that G has no cycles, then the problem of removing 
arcs while protecting the reachability properties is relatively simple and 
there are known algorithms to find a “(minimal) generating set of arcs” of 
G (also called “line basis” of G). If G is allowed to have cycles, generating 
sets of arcs are much more difficult to characterize, as shown in [I ] and [Z]. 
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An analysis of this case shows that the difficulty lies in the fact that a 
redundant path (i.e., path containing cycles) has the same weight (equal 
to 1) as any of its subpaths containing no cycles. Thus, to simplify our 
problem, we shall have to make assumptions on the cycles of the graph 
and we shall assume in the sequel that the Q-semiring under consideration 
satisfies: 
HYPOTHESIS (C). In (Q, 0, *), a c b # a and b * a f a unless a = z 
or b = e. 
The following lemma is immediate: 
LEMMA 3.1. Under Hypothesis (C), if a * c # z and b # e then 
a*c>a*b*c. 
For our purpose, the basic consequence of Hypothesis (C) is expressed in 
THEOREM 3.2. If a graph has no cycles of weight e, then an optimalpath 
cannot contain a cycle. 
Proof. Let 7~ be an optimal path from Pi to Pj , composed of three 
consecutive subpaths (rI, r2, .rrJ, where n1 is from Pi to PI, , nTT2 is a cycle 
from PI; to PI, , and xQ is from PI, to P, . (The proof can easily be modified 
to apply when PI, = Pi or PI, = Pj and r = (r2, 7rsTT3) or 7~ = (rl, TJ.) 
Then 
w(n) = M’(Trrl) * w(%-2) * w(77.J. 
From Hypothesis (C), and the assumption that w(rr,) + e, it follows that 
unless 
WC4 > W(?) * w(.rr,) (6) 
w(n) = w(%-1) * w(7rJ = z. 
The last equality is impossible since, by definition of the weight function, 
no path has a weight equal to z. 
If (6) is true, then (7r, , r3) is a path from Pi to Pj which is strictly 
preferable to n and n is not an optimal path. This contradiction implies 
that 71 contains no cycles. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A set of arcs S of a graph G is called an essential set 
of arcs if the removal from G of all arcs not in S leaves unchanged the 
weights of optimal paths for all ordered pair of vertices of G while the 
same is not true for any proper subset of S. 
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In other words, the removal from G of all the arcs which do not belong 
to an essential set of arcs S plus any one arc of S produces a change 
(an “increase”) in the weight of the optimal path for at least one pair of 
vertices Pi , Pj or it simply destroys all existing paths from Pi to Pj . 
DEFINITION 3.4. An essential arc is an arc whose weight is strictly 
preferable to the weight of any other path from its origin to its extremity. 
Clearly an essential arc belongs to all essential sets of arcs. The key 
result of this note is Corollary 3.6, which is an immediate consequence of 
the following: 
THEOREM 3.5. If a graph has no cycle of weight e (wlcl, f e for all k) 
then, for every pair of vertices (Pi, Pj) for which a path exists (wij # z), 
there exists an optimal path from Pi to Pj composed only of essential arcs. 
Proof. Suppose that tvij # z. Let n be an optimal path from Pi to Pj 
of maximal length, i.e., composed of as many arcs as any other optimal 
path from Pi to Pj . Theorem 3.2 implies the existence of such an optimal 
path of maximal length. If n is reduced to the arc 7rij , then clearly rij is 
an essential arc. If 7~ is not reduced to rij , then it contains more than one 
arc: 
Assume that one arc of ?r. say rr,, , is not essential. Then there exists 
an optimal path x’ from P, to P, , having more than one arc. 
w(&) > w(~~,). The path n-“, from Pi to Pj , composed of arcs of 7~ with 
rr,, replaced by the arcs of Z-’ (all in the proper order) is such that 
w(.rr”) > w(r). Since 7~ is an optimal path from Pi to P, , w(rr”) = w(n) 
and V” is an optimal path from Pi to Pj . From Theorem 3.2, T? cannot 
contain a cycle and, hence, is composed of more arcs than 7r. This is a 
contradiction. Thus, all arcs in n are essential arcs. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let G be a graph with no cycles of weight e. 
(i) Let H be a partial graph of G. Then,,for all (i, j) the optimal paths 
from Pi to Pi have the same weights in G and H, i.e., W, = W, ifand only 
if H contains all essential arcs of G. 
(ii) The unique essential set of arcs of G is the set consisting of all 
essential arcs of G. 
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4. ALGORITHM TO FIND THE ESSENTIAL ARCS 
When applying the generalized Warshall algorithm given in Theorem 2.1, 
one constructs the matrices A(;’ = (@) where 
d;’ = uy’ @ (ay * uy,. 
In [3] it is shown that under Hypothesis (H) 
(1) &-l’ is the weight of some path 7~’ from Pi to Pj which is restricted 
to use ‘fntermediate vertices within the set vkPI = {PI ,..., Pkwl} only; 
(v,, = 6, the empty set); 
(2) (up * up ) is the weight of some path ST” from Pi to Pj which 
must pass through PI, and is restricted to use other intermediate vertices 
within the set vkPl ; 
(3) the paths r’ and k’ are preferable to all paths with the same 
properties (as stated in (1) and (2), respectively). 
Suppose that the arc nSj is strictly preferable to all paths from Pi to Pj 
which pass through at least one intermediate vertex and with all inter- 
mediate vertices within the set vk . Then, if Hypothesis (C) is satisfied and G 
has no cycles of weight e, it is easily verified, for r = 1,2,..., k successively 
that 
a;; = u:;’ = w(7L) = d-1’ > d-1’ * a;;-1’. 
The converse is also true and the argument summarizes in 
THEOREM 4.1. If G has no cycles of weight e, then rij is an essential 
urc if and only if, in applying the generalized Warshall algorithm, 
(-$-l' > ujp * &-1' 
k? for k = 1, 2,. .., n. 
An algorithm can now be constructed to find the essential arcs of a 
graph G represented by the matrix A - G A. It provides for the construction 
of a sequence of Boolean matrices ECk), k = O,..., n, such that Ecn) 
characterizes the essential arcs as indicated in the following corollary of 
Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Apply the generutized Warshall algorithm to generate 
the matrices Atk“ and, simultaneously, construct the sequence of matrices 
ECk) = (e:;‘) where 
e!o’ = ! l if u$’ f z, 
13 IO otherwise, 
$32b/lo/j-8 
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and, fork = I,..., n eik (k’ z efl), ei;’ = eL$-l), a&for i, j  # k, 
e!k) = I 1 if e!f-l) = 1 21 and ai:-l) > (a::+ * ag-lj), 23 0 otherwise. 
Under Hypotheses (H) and (C), if no diagonal elements a!$j of A(*) is 
equal to e, i.e., if G has no cycles of weight e, then the arc rij is essential 
if and only if eij”’ = 1. 
5. EXAMPLES 
Consider a graph G, of order 10, for which the associated matrix is 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
AG = 
r-- 7 3 - - - - - - -~ 
-45----- 
3--2------ 
-2---8---- 
-3---e 
-6-e-51-- 
-4--l- 
__-------- 
- - - - - - 2 - - - 
c- - - - 2 a - 3 7 -. 
> 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
J 10 
where e is the multiplicative identity of a Q-semiring to be specified, a has 
a value to be specified below, and - is in place of z, the additive identity. 
Case 1. Suppose that the real numbers which are elements of A, are 
communication times between the vertices of the graph G, and that we are 
concerned with minimum communication times between points of the 
network. 
The problem can be interpreted by use of the Q-semiring (R+m, min, +) 
-see Example 2 of Section 1. Then z = co (no direct communication line) 
and e = 0 (instantaneous communication). This Q-semiring satisfies 
Hypotheses (C) and (H) 
Suppose that the arc (Pa , P,,) has weight a6,10 = a = 1. Apply the 
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generalized Warshall algorithm and construct the matrix PO) of 
Corollary 4.2. The result will be 
r6 7 3 5 12 13 18 14 19 12 
15 6 12 4 5 6 11 7 12 5 
3 4 6 2 9 10 15 11 16 9 
17 2 14 6 7 8 13 9 14 7 
w=1o11 7 9 1 1 6 2 7 Q 
G 9 10 6 8 0 1 5 1 6 0 
13 14 10 12 4 4 3 5 I 4 
wwwwwwwwww 
15 16 12 14 6 6 2 7 3 6 
<lo 11 7 9 1 I 6 2 2 1 
where the underlined elements are those for which e:y’ = 1. Since no 
diagonal element is equal to 0, the 16 arcs (our of 21) which are underlined 
form the unique essential set of communication lines -essential to maintain 
the speed of communication between any transmitter to any of its possible 
receivers. 
Case 2 Suppose the interpretation of G and AG are as above but that 
a = O.Then, it will be found that (Ps, Plo, P, , P5) is a cycle of weight 0. 
In the construction of the matrices A(“) and ,!P), it is found, when 
k = 6, that ai”,‘,,o = 0. The process can be stopped at that point since 
Corollary 4.2 does not apply. If continued the result will indicate that only 
11 arcs are essential, which is clearly wrong. 
Case 3. Suppose that the elements of AG represents capacities of 
transportation between the vertices of G. The capacity of a path is equal to 
the minimum of the capacities of its arcs. The problem of retaining one 
path of maximum capacity between each connecting vertices can be 
interpreted by use of the Q-semiring (R+m, max, min)-see Example 4 of 
Section 1. 
Here e = co and z = 0. If w(P6 , Plo) = a = 1 and WC , ZY”’ are 
calculated as per Corollary 4.2, one finds the e$“’ = 1 for the arcs 
C.j) = U,2), (2,4), (2, 5), (4, 6), (5, lo>, (6, 3), 
(6, 5), (6,7), (7,6), (1% 8), W9). 
The result is wrong; e.g., there are paths from P,, to Ps in the original 
graph G but none in the partial graph listed here. This example shows the 
necessity of Hypothesis (C) which is not satisfied by (R,“, max, min). 
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